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 Welcome to any Newcomers. We look forward to a great year of sharing 
astronomy news and views!! 

 
We have Public Viewing  (Friday or Saturdays)  
Join us at The Old Chief Commanda down at the Waterfront. Viewing Friday night, 
weather permits, if not Saturday night, weather permitting. Check our Website or 
Facebook Group for updates for Viewing. 
  

Don’t forget to:  

 Check out our WEBSITE at:     www.gatewaytotheuniverse.org  

 Also check out our Facebook Group:  NORTH BAY ASTRONOMY CLUB as our up-to-date 
source for info.  

 
 

Venus   December 2019 Venus will truly reclaim her identity as the dazzling evening “star.” Venus will become more 
noticeable to people around the world this month, ascending higher in the west after sunset each evening. 
Mars Mars is now in that part of its cycle with respect to Earth in which it’ll hover – faint and not at all noticeable – in 
our predawn sky for some months. 
Saturn  Saturn will last a bit longer in our sky in December 2019, sitting low in the glow of evening twilight, difficult to 
see. Saturn will swing directly behind the sun on January 13, 2020 
Mercury  Get up before dawn to see the 1st-magnitude star Spica lining up with the 2nd-magnitude planet Mars. 
Then, as the predawn darkness gives way to dawn, look for Mercury to climb above the horizon, more or less on a line 
with Spica and Mars. 
Jupiter  will soon pass behind the Sun at solar conjunction. From North Bay, it is not readily observable since it is very 

close to the Sun, at a separation of only 7° from it. 

 
CONGRATS, To our November, 50/50 winner Woohoo way to go ………..…..                       !! 

 
 
Question of the month  
When did the first robot rover go to Mars? 
Answer in next month’s issue 

 

Moon phases 
Last quarter December 18, 2019 09:59:20 PM  
New moon December 25, 2019 10:15:31 PM 
First quarter January 2, 2020 09:46:52 PM  
Full moon January 10, 2020 12:23:14 PM  

 

   
  
 

 
 

 

Meetings at SILVER BIRCHES PUBLIC SCHOOL 65 Marshall Ave. E, North Bay every 3
rd

 Wednesday from 
September to June. Full details and directions are posted on our web page, www.gatewaytotheuniverse.org 

http://www.gatewaytotheuniverse.org/
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Large Asteroid to Fly By Earth Next Week: Here's What You Need to Know Earth is about to 

come face to face with a large asteroid next week, called 216258 (2006 WH1). First spotted in 2006 by the La Sagra 
Observatory, the asteroid will fly by Earth on December 20 at 10:17am EST, according to the NASA's Center for Near-
Earth Object Studies (CNEOS). The asteroid has been classified as a potentially hazardous asteroid (PHA), which means 
it is capable of approaching Earth at a dangerously close distance. 
 
NASA's CNEOS says that the asteroid follows an orbit that intersects directly with the planet's path. It is currently 
moving towards Earth at 26,000 miles per hour, and is taller than Empire State Building in New York. The asteroid has a 
diameter of 1,772 feet, reports IBTimes. Because of its massive size and its intersecting orbit, the asteroid has been 
classified as a PHA, and if it hits the planet, it could potentially destroy multiple cities. At 
its closest approach this year, the asteroid will be about 0.03904 astronomical units or 
around 3.6 million miles from the planet's centre, CNEOS reveals. 

 
Answer to last month’s question. 
 
What is an irregular galaxy? 
ANSWER: Irregular galaxies have no particular shape. They are among the smallest 
galaxies and are full of gas and dust. Having a lot of gas and dust means that these 
galaxies have a lot of star formation going on within them. This can make them very bright. The Large and Small 
Magellanic Clouds are examples of irregular galaxies. They are two small galaxies which orbit around our own Milky 
Way Galaxy. About 20% of all galaxies are irregulars. 
 

We  encourage members/non-members to get involved in star-gazing activity,  
we have The  Beginners Certificate and Messier Certificate and other Certificates on our website. It gives 
purpose to stargazing. There are always people to help you along. Good luck and clear skies to all. 

 

**Congratulations to “KIRSTEN” on completing her Beginner’s Certificate List** 
 
Linda Pulliah has logged 50 of the 110 objects from the Finest NGC’s List 

BOB CHAPMAN has logged 1310 of the 2517 objects from the Complete Herschel List 

Curtis Irish  has logged 3 of the 25 objects from the Beginner’s Certificate List 

 
Congrats to everyone taking part in your beginners certificate or messier list or 
other list.  
 

On-going Progress with Certs and Lists 

E-mail me your progress, let me know how you’re 
doing, I’ll print it in the NBAC News Letter.  
For any inquiries or to update me with your progress 
my e-mail is: stargazingran@yandex.com 
 
 

The RASC-Sudbury Centre welcomes anyone visiting 

Sudbury or planning a road trip to take part in the Sudbury 
astronomy meetings at the Doran Planetarium (Fraser Building). The Astronomy Club meetings are every first Friday of 

each month at 7:30pm-9:30pm (unless it lands on a holiday).  For full details go to www.sudburyastronomyclub.com  
 

 

THE SKIES ARE YOURS TO DISCOVER 

stargazingran NBAC 

mailto:stargazingran@yandex.com
http://www.sudburyastronomyclub.com/

